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FINANCIAL STATUS STORAGE SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates generally to generat 
ing and displaying the Status of a numeric System. 
0003 2. Description of the Prior Art 
0004. A problem with current financial planning software 
for both individuals and businesses is that they do not 
display the financial Status of a perSon or business in a way 
that is easy to use and understand. For example, conven 
tional spreadsheet displayS can show numerical values for an 
individuals income, assets, liabilities, accounts and 
expenses, but do not do a good job of showing how these 
items are related. When a person changes one of these 
values, either by inputting a hypothetical value, adjusting a 
tax rate, adjusting an interest rate, etc. the spreadsheet will 
display new results for these items but does not allow a user 
to see what Specific factors caused the new results. Even 
displaying results using bar graphs or pie charts which are 
more visually appealing do not Solve this problem, because 
Such graphs and charts, like a spreadsheet display, do not 
visually show the relationship between different items. Gen 
erally, all that the graphs and charts can do is show how 
income or expenses are divided up and not how changes in 
income and expenses affect the values of bank accounts or 
tax liabilities. 

0005 Existing spreadsheets also have difficulty in show 
ing how the Status of a numeric System, Such as a household 
budget or a busineSS budget or inventory varies over time. 
For example, a typical spreadsheet program requires that a 
Separate spreadsheet be set up for each individual time 
period for which a user wishes to See the Status of a 
household or busineSS budget. Therefore, a conventional 
Spreadsheet only allows a user to See a Snapshot of a numeric 
System, Such as a budget at certain fixed periods of time, 
unless a user creates a spreadsheet for each individual day, 
a cumberSome process. With a conventional spreadsheet 
program, a user cannot simply enter a time period, Such as 
three days in the future, and have the spreadsheet calculate 
the values of all of the items in a household budget or a 
business financial plan, if an individual spreadsheet has not 
been previously created for the desired day. Therefore, 
conventional spreadsheet programs only provide fixed peri 
odic information on the Status of a numeric System and do 
not allow for the dynamic analysis of numeric Systems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a method for dynamically analyzing a numeric 
System. 

0007. It is another object of the present invention to 
provide Visual display of the financial Status, actual or 
hypothetical, of an individual, household or busineSS which 
is easy to use and Simple to understand. 
0008. It is another object of the invention to provide a 
Visual display of financial Status, actual or hypothetical, of 
an individual, household or business which visually shows 
the relationship between income, expenses, tax rates, inter 
est rates and Savings. 
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0009. According to one aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a method implemented in a computer 
System for dynamically generating the Status of a numeric 
System comprising the Steps of: generating at least one first 
inflow object having an initial value and properties, gener 
ating at least one first account object having an initial value 
and properties, generating at least one first pipe object which 
defines a first mathematical relationship between the at least 
one inflow object and the at least one first account object; 
generating an adjusted value for the first inflow object based 
on at least one member of the group consisting of the first 
inflow object initial value, the first inflow object properties, 
the first account object initial value, the first account object 
properties, and the first mathematical relationship; and gen 
erating an adjusted value for the first account object based on 
at least one member of the group consisting of the first 
inflow object initial value, the first inflow object properties, 
the first account object initial value, the first account object 
properties, and the first mathematical relationship. 
0010. According to a second aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a method implemented in a computer 
System for dynamically generating the Status of a numeric 
System comprising the Steps of: generating at least one first 
account object having an initial value and properties, gen 
erating at least one first outflow object having an initial value 
and properties, generating at least one first pipe object which 
defines a first mathematical relationship between the at least 
one account object and the at least one first outflow object; 
generating an adjusted value for the first account object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of the 
first account object initial value, the first account object 
properties, the first outflow object initial value, the first 
outflow object properties, and the first mathematical rela 
tionship; and generating an adjusted value for the first 
outflow object based on at least one member of the group 
consisting of the first account object initial value, the first 
account object properties, the first outflow object initial 
value, the first outflow object properties, and the first math 
ematical relationship. 
0011. According to a third aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a method implemented in a computer 
System for dynamically generating the Status of a numeric 
System comprising the Steps of: generating at least one first 
inflow object having an initial value and properties, gener 
ating at least one first outflow object having an initial value 
and properties, generating at least one first pipe object which 
defines a first mathematical relationship between the at least 
one inflow object and the at least one first outflow object; 
generating an adjusted value for the first inflow object based 
on at least one member of the group consisting of the first 
inflow object initial value, the first inflow object properties, 
the first outflow object initial value, the first outflow object 
properties, and the first mathematical relationship; and gen 
erating an adjusted value for the first outflow object based on 
at least one member of the group consisting of the first 
inflow object initial value, the first inflow object properties, 
the first outflow object initial value, the first outflow object 
properties, and the first mathematical relationship. 
0012. According to a fourth aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a method implemented in a computer 
System for dynamically generating the Status of a numeric 
System comprising the Steps of: generating at least one first 
account object having an initial value and properties, gen 
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erating at least one Second account object having an initial 
value and properties, generating at least one first pipe object 
which defines a first mathematical relationship between the 
at least one first account object and the at least one Second 
account object; generating an adjusted value for the first 
account object based on at least one member of the group 
consisting of the first account object initial value, the first 
account object properties, the Second account object initial 
value, the Second account object properties, and the first 
mathematical relationship; and generating an adjusted value 
for the Second account object based on at least one member 
of the group consisting of the first account object initial 
value, the first account object properties, the Second account 
object initial value, the Second account object properties, 
and the first mathematical relationship. 
0013. According to a fifth aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a numeric object having a growth property 
implemented in a computer System. 
0.014. According to a sixth aspect of the present invention 
there is provided a Single numeric object comprising a 
column of cells of a spreadsheet. 
0.015 According to a seventh aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a single numeric object comprising a 
row of cells of a spreadsheet. 
0016. According to an eighth aspect of the present inven 
tion there is provided a method implemented in a computer 
System for dynamically generating the Status of a numeric 
System comprising the Steps of: generating at least one first 
numeric object having an initial value and properties; gen 
erating at least one first conditional object; and generating an 
adjusted value for the first numeric object based on at least 
one member of the group consisting of the first numeric 
object initial value and the first numeric object properties 
when the at least one first conditional object fires. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.017. The invention will be described in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 
0.018 FIG. 1 illustrates an iconographic display gener 
ated by a numeric analysis engine of the present invention 
for a household budget; 
0.019 FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a numeric analysis engine 
of a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
0020 FIG. 3 is a flow chart of a sub-engine of a numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention for processing 
conditional objects, 
0021 FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a sub-engine of a numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention for processing Status 
objects, 

0022 FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a sub-engine of a numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention for assigning a value 
to a numeric object; 
0023 FIG. 6 is a flow chart of a sub-engine of a numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention for transferring 
value between numeric objects. 
0024 FIG. 7 is a flow chart of a sub-engine of a numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention for transferring 
value between numeric objects using dependent pipes, 
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0025 FIG. 8 is a flow chart of a sub-engine of a numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention for performing 
integrity checks of numeric objects. 
0026 FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a sub-engine of a numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention for creating and 
ordering an action lists of numeric objects which are to 
grow; and 
0027 FIG. 10 is a flow chart of a sub-engine of a numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention for evaluating the 
growth expressions for numeric objects. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

0028 Definitions 
0029. For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“computer System” refers to any type of computer System 
including an individual computer Such as a personal com 
puter, mainframe computer, mini-computer, etc. or a net 
work of computers, Such as a network of computers in a 
business, the Internet, etc. 

0030. For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“entity” refers to, but not limited to, an individual, a house 
hold, a business, etc. whose Status, either actual or hypo 
thetical, is displayed using the iconographic display System 
of the present invention. 
0031. For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“visual display apparatus includes apparatuses for display 
ing information Such as, but not limited to, computer moni 
tors, LCD displayS, LED displays, television displayS, etc. 
0032 For the purposes of the present invention term 
“numeric object” refers to an object generated by a computer 
program which includes a value and can include one or more 
properties. Examples of numeric objects include, but not 
limited to, inflow objects, account objects, outflow objects, 
variable objects, pipe objects, monitor objects and event 
objects. Numeric objects can either be hidden or visually 
displayed as icons on boxes. 
0033 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“value” of a numeric object refers to the numeric value of a 
numeric object. The value of a numeric object can be a 
number, a monetary amount, a number of goods, amount of 
raw material, a value of Services, etc. The value of a numeric 
object can be input by the user or be calculated based on the 
relationships among numeric objects in the numeric System 
of the present invention or when an event object fires or 
through a query to a data Source. 
0034) For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“properties of a numeric object refers to one or more 
properties associated with the numeric object. For example, 
the interest rate of an account object is a property of the 
account object. The fact that a federal tax outflow object is 
paid on April 15 of each year is a property of that object. 
That a particular outflow object requires the use of a money 
order is a property of that object. There are numerous types 
of properties which can be associated with a numeric object. 
0035. For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“expression” refers to one or more mathematical formulas 
used in determining an adjusted value for a numeric object. 
For example, if the monthly income for an individual is 
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S4000, the income tax rate is 25%, the amount to be 
transferred to a retirement account is 10% of monthly 
income, and the remaining amount of monthly income is to 
be transferred to a bank account, the expression for the 
amount of value to be added to the bank account is: 

SalaryS4000x (1-(Tax 
Account Rate 0.10) 

0036). In this case, the above expression would have the 
effect of adding S2600 to the adjusted valued of the bank 
account. Generally the term “expression” refers to a math 
ematical formula governing the value of a status object Such 
as a pipe. 

Rate0.25+Retirement 

0037 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
"growth” refers to adjusting the value of a numeric object 
without transferring value by a pipe object. One example of 
growth is a bank account which adds value based on the 
value of the bank account and the interest rate for the bank 
acCOunt. 

0.038 For the purposes of the present invention, a value 
or property is “dependent' or “based on a particular value, 
property, the Satisfaction of a condition, or other factor, if 
that value is derived by performing a mathematical calcu 
lation or logical decision using that value, property or other 
factor. For example, when the numerical invention of the 
present invention represents a household budget, the 
adjusted value of the account object “bank account can be 
“dependent' or “based” on the value of an income inflow 
object, the value of a income tax outflow object, the initial 
value of the bank account object, an interest rate property of 
the bank account object, and a condition being met, i.e., the 
last day of the month occurring and thus causing the bank 
account object to accrue interest. Similarly, the interest rate 
property itself is “based on a time dependent condition, i.e., 
the last day of the month occurring. For the purposes of the 
present invention, objects, values, and properties which are 
dependent on a time based condition being met are referred 
to as being time dependent. 

0.039 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“inflow object” or “inflow” refers to a numeric object 
representing an inflow of value into the numeric System of 
the present invention. Examples of inflow objects are, but 
not limited to, objects relating to the income received by an 
individual, a household or business. Inflow objects can also 
relate to non-monetary inflows Such as goods received by a 
business, the number of labor hours available to a business, 
the amount of raw material received by a business, etc. For 
inflow objects, the associated inflow box can represent the 
initial value of the inflow object, the adjusted value of the 
inflow object, or both the initial and actual value of the 
inflow object. For example, when the numeric System of the 
present invention represents an individual’s budget, the 
inflow box representing the perSon's income can display the 
initial value of the income box (before taxes) and/or the 
adjusted value of the income box (after taxes). The initial 
value for an inflow box can be input by a user or calculated. 
For example, if an individual is to receive a raise of 10% to 
their previous monthly salary of S4000 per month effective 
the first day of the year, when the first day of the year occurs, 
S400 is added to the preliminary value of S4000 for the 
inflow “monthly income” to provide an initial value of 
S4400 for monthly income for the remaining months of the 
year. 
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0040 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“outflow object' or “outflow” refers to numeric objects 
representing an outflow of value from the numeric System of 
the present invention. When the numeric system of the 
present invention represents a household budget, outflow 
objects can represent Such things as expenses, taxes, rent 
payments, utility bills, food, movie tickets, etc. In a busi 
neSS, outflow objects can represent Such things as goods 
which are delivered, labor hours used, airline Seats Sold, etc. 

0041. For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“account object' or “account” refers to a numeric object 
representing a value which is held or owed by the numeric 
System of the present invention. For example, when the 
numeric System of the present invention represents a house 
hold budget, account objects can include, but not limited to, 
Such items as checking accounts, bonds, loans, mortgages, 
etc. When the numeric system of the present invention 
represents a business, they can include Such items as inven 
tory, available manpower hours left after allocating the total 
manpower of a business to existing projects, unsold theater 
Seats, etc. 

0042. For the purposes of the present invention the term 
"pipe object' or "pipe” refers to a computer program which 
defines a mathematical relationship between two numeric 
objects. For example, in a household budget, a pipe object 
connecting the inflow object personal income to the outflow 
object federal income taxes can cause the value in the federal 
income taxes object to increase in value based on the value 
of the income inflow object and the federal tax rate for that 
income. A “Source object' for a pipe is a numeric object 
connected to a pipe from which value is transferred by the 
pipe. A "destination object' for a pipe is an object to which 
value is transferred by the pipe. 

0043. For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“variable object” or “variable” refers to a numeric object 
which has a constant value or a value calculated from a 
mathematical expression. Unlike most inflow objects, out 
flow objects, account objects, the value of a variable object 
is not generally transferred, either in total or in part, to 
another numeric object by a pipe. Instead, the value of a 
variable object is generally used in the process of calculating 
adjustments to the value of numeric objects due to growth or 
due to transferS between numeric objects by pipes. Variable 
objects can be used to keep track of Such things as the annual 
inflation rate, the Prime Rate for banks, income tax rates, etc. 
For example, an variable object can be used to keep track of 
a cost of living indeX that is used to adjust an individual’s 
monthly Salary. 

0044) For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“event object” or “event” refers to a numeric object which 
is activated i.e. provides instructions to one or more numeric 
objects when a time-based condition is met. Events gener 
ally have the properties of frequency, time or date of firing, 
and actions to be taken. Examples of frequencies are: once, 
daily, weekly, monthly, Semi-annually, annually, etc. 
Examples of time or date of firing are: first day of month, 
15 day of month, last day of month, Jan. 17, 1999, etc. 
Examples of instructions are: increase bank account object 
value by the bank account interest rate, increase income 
inflow object value based on cost-of-living adjustment, 
change income inflow object value to retirement income 
value, etc. Therefore, an event for accruing interest for a 
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bank account object can have a frequency of “monthly, a 
day of occurrence of the “15" day of the month,” and an 
action of "increase the bank account object value by the 
bank account interest rate'. An example of an event in a 
household budget System is an individual’s retirement. 
0.045 For the purposes of the present invention, the 
“monitor objects” or “monitors' are objects which is acti 
Vated i.e. provides instructions to one or more numeric 
objects, when non-time-based conditions, Such as logical 
conditions, are met. For example, when the numeric System 
is a household budget, when the value of an account object 
for a bank account reaches a particular minimum balance 
necessary to avoid bank fees, the condition for a monitor 
object can be met within the numeric System which prevents 
an inflow object connected to the account by a pipe object 
from adding any additional money to the account. Another 
example of a condition being met for a monitor object is the 
addition of value to an outflow object for bank fees when the 
number of checks recorded in the household budget exceeds 
a specified number. Yet another example of a condition for 
a monitor being met is the interest rate property for a first 
bank account object being greater than the interest rate 
property for a Second bank account object for an entity 
causing any left over value from an income object to be 
added to the first bank account object value as opposed to the 
Second bank account object value. The fact that a given 
outflow object is or will be paid using a money order can be 
one of the properties of the outflow object. 
0.046 For the purposes of the present invention, the terms 
"mathematical relationship” and “instructions” refer to how 
a first numeric object affects the properties or values of a 
Second numeric object. For example, when the numeric 
System of the present invention represents a household 
budget, the mathematical relationship between an income 
inflow object and a federal income tax outflow object can be: 
multiply the initial value of the income inflow object by the 
appropriate tax rate to arrive at the value of the federal 
income tax outflow object and subtract the value of the 
federal income tax outflow object from the initial value of 
the income inflow object to provide an adjusted value for the 
income inflow object. Although the above are relatively 
Simple examples only involving multiplication and Subtrac 
tion, the mathematical relationship can be, if desired, more 
complicated and include logical Statements, loops, Subrou 
tines, etc. of the type found in typical computer programs or 
financial analysis Systems. 
0047 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“status objects” refers to inflow objects, account objects, 
outflow objects, variable objects and pipe objects. For the 
purposes of the present invention, the term “conditional 
objects' refers to monitor objects and event objects. 
0.048 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“numeric object icon' refers to the Visual display of an icon 
representing a numeric object. For the purposes of the 
present invention, an icon can be either "passive' or 
“active'. For the purposes of the present invention “passive 
icon' refers to an icon which cannot be activated, Such as by 
double-clicking on the icon in Microsoft Windows.(R), to a 
allow a user to change the properties of the numeric object 
the icon represents. For the purposes of the present inven 
tion, “active icons' referS icons which can be activated by a 
user to allow the user to change the properties of the numeric 
object the icon represents. 
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0049. For the purposes of the present invention, icons can 
be either “individual icons” or “group icons”. For the 
purposes of the present invention, the term “individual icon' 
refer to icons which represent a single numeric object. For 
the purposes of the present invention "group icon refers to 
icons which represent multiple numeric objects. For 
example, when the numerical System of the present inven 
tion represents a household budget, a “household income' 
group icon can represent two or more individual income 
“individual icons. Group icons can be expanded, extracted, 
collapsed, inspected, added, combined, etc by a user as is 
typically done with folder icons in windows-based computer 
operating Systems. Group icons can also contain other group 
icons which allow for hierarchical relationships in a numeric 
System to be displayed. 

0050 For the purposes of the present invention, group 
icons can be either "homogenous” or "heterogeneous.” For 
the purposes of the present invention, the term "homogenous 
group icon' refers to group icons which represent a single 
type of numeric object: two or more inflow objects, two or 
more account objects, two or more outflow objects, two or 
more variables, etc. The above example of a “household 
income' icon representing two individual income icons is an 
example of a homogeneous group icon. Another example of 
a homogeneous group icon is a “household expenses' icon 
which represent a number of different outflow object icons 
Such as: rent, telephone bill, food, etc. For the purposes of 
the present invention, the term "heterogeneous group icon' 
refers to an icon which represents more than one type of 
numeric object. For example, when the numeric System of 
the present invention is used for a business plan, each 
division of a busineSS can be represented by a heterogeneous 
group icon. Each heterogeneous “department' icon can then 
represent all of the various inflow objects, outflow objects, 
account objects and pipe objects for that department. For 
example, there can be a heterogeneous group icon for the 
public relations department, a heterogeneous group icon for 
the technical Support department, a heterogeneous group 
icon for the manufacturing department, etc. 

0051. For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“numeric object box” refers to a visual display of the value, 
either adjusted or initial, of a numeric object. The value 
entered in a numeric object box can be entered by the user, 
a fixed amount, or an amount calculated based on the values 
of numeric objects which are part of the numeric System of 
the present invention. A numeric object box can include 
icons as opposed to numbers to represent a value. For 
example, the number of human Stick figure shaped icons in 
a numeric object box can represent the number of workers 
available to a business. 

0052 For the purpose of the present invention, the term 
"icon/box” refers to a graphical image and/or an enclosed 
area which represents a numeric object on a visual display 
apparatuS. 

0053 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
"pipe object icon' or "pipe icon' refers to an icon repre 
Senting one or more pipe objects. The term "pipe object 
icon” refers not to only icons which physically link two 
icons on a display, but to icons Such as lines, arrows, and 
Symbols Such as pipes which Visually indicate that two icons 
(and their associated objects) are related to each other. A 
pipe object icon can also be visually part of either or both of 
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the icons being linked. For example, either or both of a pair 
of linked icons can include arrows which point from one 
icon to the other member of the pair. However, functionally 
the pipe object represented by the pipe object icon would be 
Separate from the numeric objects it connects, even if 
Visually the pipe object icon appears to be part of either one 
or both of the two linked icons. A pipe object icon can also 
represent two or more pipe object icons and their associated 
pipe objects. For example, on visual display of the house 
hold budget, an income object icon and a bank account 
object icon can appear to be linked by a Single pipe object 
icon. When a user executes a command for a pipe object 
icon, the icon can Split into two pipe object icons, one icon 
indicating money paid into the bank account and another 
indicating interest from the bank account which is added to 
the households income. 

0.054 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“Semaphore” refers to a Synchronization object that manages 
multiple threads in a computer program. Because in the 
numeric analysis engine of the present invention, a Stop, 
pause or reset action can occur while a numeric analysis 
thread is running, the numeric analysis engine can include 
Sub-routines which check the Semaphores in the analysis 
thread, for example at the beginning of each day. 
0.055 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“spreadsheet cell” refers both to the value displayed in a 
computerized spreadsheet cell or any underlying mathemati 
cal calculation associated with the displayed value of the 
cell. 

0056. For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“spreadsheet row” refers to a row of cells in a conventional 
computerized spreadsheet. 
0057 For the purposes of the present invention, the term 
“spreadsheet column” refers to a column of cells in a 
conventional computerized spreadsheet. 

Description 

0.058 With reference to the Figures, wherein like refer 
ence characters indicate like elements throughout the Several 
views and, in particular, with reference to FIG. 1, which 
illustrates how the numeric System of the present invention 
can be used to create an iconographic display of a household 
budget, a preferred embodiment of the invention is illus 
trated. An inflow object icon 2 represents monthly income, 
the value of which is displayed in numeric form in an inflow 
object box 4, coming into a household. Although the inflow 
object icon 2 in FIG. 1 is shaped like faucet, inflow object 
icons can be any convenient shape or color. A funnel 6 and 
pipe object icons 8, 10, and 12 represent the household 
income flowing into three initial places: income taxes, 
represented by an outflow object icon 14 and an outflow box 
16; a retirement account, represented by an outflow object 
icon 18 and an outflow object box 20; and a bank account, 
represented by an account object icon 22 and an account 
object box 24. Although the outflow object icon 18 is shaped 
like a drain and the account object icon is shaped like a 
pitcher n FIG. 1, outflow object icons and account object 
icons can be any convenient shape or color. From a budget 
Standpoint, money from household income is first allocated 
to a before taxes retirement account. Next, based on the 
household's monthly taxable income, the household's 
income is allocated to taxes, calculated based on the house 
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holds income tax rate. After the retirement account amount 
and taxes amount has been Subtracted from monthly income, 
any remaining portion of the households monthly income is 
added to any existing balance in the household's bank 
account to provide an initial bank account amount (not 
shown) which can be allocated to the households expenses, 
in the alternative the retirement amount can be withdrawn 
from the bank account after adding the income as discussed 
below. The flow of money from the household's bank 
account to the household expenses is shown by a funnel 26 
and pipes 28, 30, 32 and 34. The expenses themselves are 
represented by an outflow object icon 36 and an outflow box 
38 for rent; an outflow object icon 40 and an outflow box 41 
for monthly bills; an outflow object icon 42 and an outflow 
box 43 for automobile expenses; and an outflow object icon 
44 and an outflow box 45. The amount of money displayed 
in box 24 for the bank account is calculated by Subtracting 
from the initial bank account amount the amounts shown in 
outflow boxes 38, 41, 43 and 45. 
0059) Also shown in FIG. 1 is an event object icon 46 for 
an individual’s retirement date. The presence of the event 
object icon 46 indicates to the user that at least one of the 
numeric objects in the household budget is affected by the 
individual's retirement date occurring. By inspecting an 
event object icon 46, such as by double clicking on it with 
a mouse in a windows-based operating System, a user can 
find out which objects are affected by an individual’s retire 
ment date occurring, and can edit the objects affected by the 
individual's retirement date occurring. Although the event 
object icon 46 in FIG. 1 is shaped like an alarm clock, event 
object icons can be any convenient shape or color. Although 
in the display shown in FIG. 1, the event object is repre 
Sented on a computer Screen by an individual icon, an event 
can also be incorporated into the numeric objects affected by 
the event. When the present invention is used with a 
windows-type operating System, events can also be accessed 
by providing an entry for events in a pull-down menu (not 
shown) which allows a user to see how given events affect 
numeric objects of the household budget. Event and monitor 
object icons can be grouped together in a group icon. 

0060 FIG. 1 also shows a monitor object icon 47 which 
represents a monitor object that keeps track of the balance in 
the bank account object. When the bank account value falls 
below a particular amount, the monitor object represented 
by monitor object icon 47 can provide a warning to a user 
by a pop-up warning, or other means, that the value of the 
bank account object has fallen below a critical amount Set by 
the user or the System. Although the monitor object icon is 
shown as being watchdog shaped, monitor object icons can 
be any convenient shape or color. Also, like event objects, 
monitor objects can be incorporated into other numeric 
objects and can be accessed and edited through the use of a 
pull-down menu or any other means known in the computer 
art. 

0061 FIG. 1 also shows a variable object icon 48 which 
represents a variable object for the annual rate of inflation on 
the day that the Status of the household budget is being 
viewed. Although the variable object icon 48 is shown as 
being shaped like a globe, variable object icons can be any 
convenient shape or color. The rate of inflation is depicted in 
variable object box 49 and can be entered by the user. Based 
on the value of the inflation rate, the values of various 
numeric objects Such as the inflow objects, account objects 
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and outflow objects in the household budget can be changed 
automatically by the numeric analysis engine of the present 
invention. For example, an increase in the inflation rate can 
trigger an increase in the value of income due to a cost of 
living adjustment that an individual receives or can cause the 
value for monthly rent to increase during the next year if the 
value for rent is tied to inflation. 

0062 FIG. 1 also shows a slider bar 50 which allows a 
user in a windows-based operating System to move an 
indicator 51 along slider bar 50 to see how the status of the 
household budget dynamically varies over time. The date 
that the indicator 51 has been moved to is shown in date box 
52. Although only one type of slider bar 50 is illustrated in 
FIG. 1, any type of slider bar, such as the slider bars used 
in Microsoft Windows(E) and Windows NTE), can be used 
with the present invention to allow a user to display the 
Status of the numeric System being displayed. In conjunction 
with the Slider bar, the display for the numeric analysis 
System of the present invention, can use a set of Virtual tape 
recorder buttons 53 of the type used in Microsoft Windows(R) 
to allow a user to play a compact disk in a computer. For 
example, when a user presses the play button 54 by clicking 
on button 54 with a mouse, the indicator 51 proceeds along 
the slider bar 50 and the date box 52 shows increasing dates. 
When the indicator 51 reaches the desired date, the user can 
Stop the indicator 51 from moving by pressing the Virtual 
stop button 55. By pressing virtual fast forward button 56, a 
user can move indicator 51 rapidly to the right and by 
pressing virtual rewind button 57 a user can move indicator 
51 rapidly to the left. The virtual buttons play, stop, fast 
forward, and reverse can also be executed from a menu, etc. 
0.063 Although, in the embodiment just described, the 
iconographic display produced by the object-based numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention represents how 
money in a households budget is allocated, the object-based 
numeric analysis engine of the present invention can be used 
to prepare and display hypothetical budgets as can be done 
with conventional Spreadsheets or household budget Soft 
ware. For example, a user can input data for a different tax 
rate to see how Such a change reflects in the user's household 
budget. Similarly, a user can see what effect changing the 
value of the amount put in a retirement account or increasing 
the amount paid in rent has on the overall household budget. 
0064. For convenience, the household budget shown in 
FIG. 1 is relatively simple. However the present invention 
contemplates the ability to generate and display much more 
complicated household budgets. For example, there can be 
two inflow object icons and associated inflow boxes to 
represent each of the wage earners in a two income house 
hold or a single inflow object icon can represent more than 
one Source of income. There can also be several inflows for 
each household or individual in a household representing 
Separate Sources of income for the household or individual. 
For example, there can be inflow object icons and associated 
inflow boxes for wage income, dividend income, and capital 
gain income. The amount for each of these inflow boxes can 
be input by the user, obtained from a data Source, Such as a 
web-page for a bank, or calculated. For example, income for 
a dividend inflow box can be automatically calculated by 
multiplying the amount in a brokerage account at a particu 
lar time in the month by an appropriate yield. In order to 
avoid confusion as to what a particular inflow represents, 
when there are multiple inflow object icons, each of the 
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icons can be separately labeled and/or given a distinctive 
appearance based on the type of income represented or the 
individual to whom the inflow object icon belongs. Also, 
when desired, an individual user can use the object-based 
numeric analysis engine to generate and display the user's 
individual income and expenses. 

0065. The inflow object icons can include indicators, 
Such as different colors, which indicate that the inflows 
belong to particular categories. For example, outflow object 
icons personal income can be blue, inflow object icons 
representing capital gains income can be red, etc. Although 
the inflow object icon in FIG. 1 is in the shape of a faucet, 
inflow object icons can have other shapes. For example, 
inflow object icons can be shaped like dollar bills, personal 
checks, etc. The outflow object icons can also be abstract 
shapes. Such a circles, Squares, triangles, etc. 

0066 Although only one account object icon/box or 
account is shown in FIG. 1, the object-based numeric 
analysis engine of the present invention can be used to 
generate and display information for Several bank accounts 
as a Single account object icon/box or as Several icons/boxes 
for different bank accounts. The allocation of income to 
different bank accounts can be represented by Separate pipes 
leading from a given income Source to two or more different 
bank accounts. If a user does not care from which bank 
account money for expenses comes, the user can Simply use 
a Single bank account object icon to represent all of the 
user's bank accounts. However, a user often wants only to 
allocate money for expenses from a particular bank account, 
Such as a checking account, while leaving untouched the 
money accumulating in another account, Such as a Savings 
account. Although account object icons/boxes are often used 
to represent bank accounts Such as checking accounts or 
Savings accounts from which money can be readily with 
drawn, account object icons/boxes can also be used to 
represent leSS liquid assets Such as, but not limited to, life 
insurance policies, Stocks or bonds. These different kinds of 
assets can also be represented by different types of icons, 
Such as a check for a checking account, a piggy bank for a 
Savings account, a picture of a Stock certificate for StockS 
held by the household. A general property of an account is 
that it represents an ongoing asset for the household. In 
addition, an account icon/box can also represent an ongoing 
liability for the household, Such as an amount owed on a 
credit card account. In addition to being linked by pipe 
objects to inflow objects and outflow objects as shown in 
FIG. 1, accounts can be linked to other accounts by pipe 
objects. For example, a checking account object can be 
linked by a pipe object to a Savings account object to allow 
money to be transferred from the checking account to the 
Savings account once the Savings account exceeds a mini 
mum balance. 

0067. Accounts can include indicators, such as different 
colors, which indicate that the outflows belong to particular 
categories. For example, account object icons representing 
items with tax consequences can be blue, account object 
icons Savings accounts can be red, etc. Although the account 
object icons in FIG. 1 are in the shape of, the account icons 
may have other shapes. Such as shaped like a ban, a slip of 
paper with I.O.U. printed on it, etc. The account object icons 
may also be abstract shapes. Such a circles, Squares, triangles, 
etc. 
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0068 Outflows, in general, relate to an entity's expenses. 
For an individual or household budget, outflows may 
include Such items as, but not limited to, grocery expenses, 
entertainment expenses, loan payments, utility bills, mort 
gage payments, taxes, etc. For a business, budget outflows 
may include Such items as, but not limited to, capital outlayS, 
Salaries, loan payments, employee training expenses, equip 
ment repair expenses, etc. In general, outflows are visually 
connected to the icon of the inflow or account from which 
money for the outflow is drawn. In the case where the 
outflow represents a monthly or other periodic bill, a par 
ticular outflow may be permanently associated with an 
inflow, Such as for Salary income, or with an account, Such 
as a checking account. Alternatively, a user may change the 
inflow or account to which the outflow, representing a 
monthly bill, is connected. The outflows may include indi 
cators, Such as different colors, which indicate that the 
outflows belong to particular categories. For example, out 
flow object icons representing items with tax consequences 
may be blue, outflow object icons representing monthly 
expenses may be red, etc. Although the outflow object icons 
in FIG. 1 are in the shape of outflows for a plumbing system, 
the outflows icons may have other shapes. For example, the 
outflow object icon representing grocery expenses may be 
shaped like a grocery bag, the outflow object icon repre 
Senting auto expenses may be shaped like a car, the outflow 
object icon representing repair expenses may be shaped like 
a wrench, etc. The outflow object icons may also be abstract 
shapes. Such a circles, Squares, triangles, etc. 
0069. Amounts entered or displayed in an outflow box 
may be an amount entered by a user, a fixed amount, a 
calculated amount or a random number. For example, for 
irregular expenses Such as gasoline, food, entertainment, 
etc., a user will usually simply enter the cost of an item in 
an outflow box. There are still other cases, such as outflows 
representing taxes, where the amount entered in a particular 
outflow, is calculated based on the amount entered in an 
inflow, Such as monthly income, connected to the outflow by 
a pipe. The amount calculated by the computer program of 
the present invention to be entered in a particular outflow 
box, Such as an outflow box for real property tax or personal 
property tax, may also be calculated based on the value of 
an account, Such as an account representing the value of a 
piece of real estate or a car, which is not connected by a pipe 
to the outflow. 

0070 Pipes represent connections between inflows and 
accounts, inflows and outflows and accounts and outflows, 
and between two accounts. In general, when the numeric 
System of the present invention is used to display the Status 
of a household budget, money flows, like water in a plumb 
ing System, from inflows and accounts which are higher to 
accounts and outflows which are lower. The pipe object 
icons are preferably designed So that a user may pick up a 
pipe on the Screen connecting two icons and move it So that 
it connects one of the original icons to a different Second 
icon. For example, a pipe connecting a loan payment to a 
checking account may be changed by the user So that the 
pipe connects the loan payment to a money market account, 
indicating that the user has changed the Source of money for 
loan payment. Although the pipe object icons in FIG. 1 are 
shaped like pipes, pipe object icons according to the present 
invention may take other forms Such as lines or arrows or 
any figure connecting an inflow, an outflow or an account. 
The pipe object icons may either be independent icons or 
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they may be part of the inflow, account and outflow object 
icons. For example, each outflow may include an arrow 
shaped pipe icon which may be pointed by the user in the 
direction of cash flow from an inflow or account to which the 
outflow is connected. 

0071. The date which is displayed by the iconographic 
display of the present invention may be input by the user by 
entering the date numerically, or Supplied by the user's 
computer when the user activates the program to display the 
Status of the numeric System that day, or any other means 
known in the computing art, etc. Because of the way the 
iconographic display of the present invention operates, it is 
even possible for the date displayed by the display to be 
controlled by a windowS-type sliding bar which is manipu 
lated by the user to show the Status of the numeric System 
being displayed over time. The Status of the numeric System 
may even be displayed dynamically by providing conven 
tional virtual play, rewind, advance, and Stop buttons on the 
display to allow a user to see how the Status of the financial 
model will change over a given period of time and to allow 
the user to freeze the display at a particular date. 
0072 FIGS. 2 through 10 illustrate how the object 
based numeric analysis engine of the present invention 
generates the current Status of the numeric System of the 
present invention. FIG. 2 illustrates how a object-based 
numeric engine of the present invention may be used to 
generate a household budget of the type illustrated in FIG. 
1. When the numeric engine is activated for the first time 
each day, the numeric engine processes all of the time-based 
events for each day Since the numeric engine was last 
activated. The numeric engine also periodically processes all 
of the monitors and non time-based events for the numeric 
System, preferably after each value or property of each 
numeric object is adjusted due to events occurring or user 
input. 

0073 FIG. 2 is a flow chart of the numeric analysis 
engine 60 of the present invention. Block 62 transfers 
control to box 64. Parameters input by a user are read and 
control is transferred to block 66. Block 66 starts a projec 
tion loop and transfers control to decision diamond 68. If the 
Semaphores have not fired, control is transferred back to 
block 66. If the semaphores have fired, control is transferred 
to block 70. Events are checked to see if the conditions 
causing the events to fire have been met. If the condition for 
an event has been met, the event fires. After all events have 
been checked and the appropriate events have fired, control 
is transferred to block 72. In block 72, an ordered action list 
is created from the numeric objects which are affected by the 
events which fired. Control is then transferred to block 74, 
where the numeric objects. Control is then transferred to 
block 76. In block 76, based on the evaluations performed in 
block 74, value is transferred between numeric objects. 
Control is then transferred to block 78. In block 78, integrity 
checks are performed on the value transferS between objects 
to insure that improper transferS have not occurred in block 
76. Control is then passed to block 80 where an ordered 
growth list is created for numeric objects which are to grow. 
Then control is transferred to block 82 where the numeric 
objects in the growth list created in block 80 are increased 
or decreased in value as appropriate. Control is then trans 
ferred to block 84. In block 84, data is stored for each of the 
numeric objects in the numeric analysis engine. Control is 
then transferred to block 86 where the values for the numeric 
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objects are displayed. Control is then transferred to block 88. 
In block 88, the projection loop ends, if the last day of the 
projection has occurred. Otherwise, control is transferred 
back to block 66. Then, after the last day, control is trans 
ferred to block 90 and the numeric analysis engine stops 
processing numeric objects. Parts or "Sub-engines' of the 
numeric analysis engine of the present invention are shown 
in greater detail in FIGS. 3 through 10. 
0.074 FIG. 3 illustrates a conditional object analysis 
Sub-engine of the numeric analysis engine of the present 
invention for processing conditional objects, both events and 
monitors. This sub-engine corresponds to block 70 of FIG. 
2. In the conditional object analysis sub-engine 102, block 
104 gathers together all of the conditional objects for the 
numeric System. AS long as there are still conditional objects 
to be processed, decision diamond 106 transfers control to 
block 108. Block 108 performs calculations and determines 
if a given conditional object fires i.e. will be executed, 
because the condition allowing the conditional object to fire 
has been met. For example, if the internal clock of the of the 
numeric analysis engine indicates it is Oct. 31, 2020 a 
conditional object, Such as an event for retirement will fire. 
If the conditional object being processed does not fire, 
decision diamond 110 transfers control back to block 106. If 
the conditional object does fire, decision diamond 110 
transfers control to block 112. Block 112 retrieves the 
instructions associated with the conditional object which is 
to fire. After retrieving instructions for the conditional object 
which is to fire, block 112 transfers control to block 114. 
Block 114 interprets the instructions for the conditional 
object which fires and executes these instructions which can 
internally change the properties of any status object of the 
numeric system. For example, if the event “Retirement” 
fires, then the Sub-engine 102 indicates that that income 
equals Zero, etc. This process is repeated by returning to 
decision diamond 106 until there are no more conditional 
objects. When there are no more conditional objects to be 
processed, block 106 transfers control to block 116 and 
sub-engine 102 de-activates and transfers control to block 
120 of FIG. 4. 

0075 FIG. 4 illustrates a sub-engine 120 for processing 
all of the Status objects for the numeric System and deter 
mines which Status objects should be further processed and 
in what order of priority. Sub-engine 120 corresponds to 
block 72 in FIG. 2. Block 122 gathers all of the status 
objects in the numeric System being analyzed. AS each Status 
object is processed, control is transferred to decision dia 
mond 124. AS long as there are Status objects still to be 
processed, decision diamond 124 transferS control to block 
126. Block 126, decision diamond 128 performs calcula 
tions to determine if the status object fires based on the 
internal condition of the Status object. If the Status object 
being processed will not fire, control is transferred back to 
block 124 to determine if there is still a status object to be 
processed. If the Status object being processed will fire, 
control is transferred to block 130. Block 130 adds the status 
object to an action list of objects to be further processed and 
then transfers control to block 124 to determine if there is 
Still a Status object to process. Once there are no further 
Status objects to process, block 124 transferS control to block 
132. which determines the dependencies of all of the status 
objects in the action list and Sorts the action list accordingly. 
For example, if the inflow object “monthly income,” the 
outflow object “income taxes, and the pipe object connect 
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ing “monthly income” to “income taxes” will fire, the inflow 
object will generally fire before the pipe object, thereby 
giving the inflow object an initial value, to allow the value 
to be transferred from the inflow object to the outflow object 
by the pipe object. The pipe object also should fire before the 
outflow object, so that the value to be added to the outflow 
object may be determined, prior to the outflow object firing, 
thereby receiving a value. Although only a simple example 
of dependencies between objects has been described, the 
numeric analysis engine of the present invention may handle 
complicated dependencies between objects as well. 
0.076 FIG. 5 illustrates a sub-engine 136 for evaluating 
numeric objects in the action list created by Sub-engine 120 
in block 132. Sub-engine 136 corresponds to block 74 in 
FIG. 2. The process shown in Sub-engine 136 is repeated for 
each object in the action list. Block 138 transfers one of the 
numeric objects in the action list to block 140. Block 
140"tokenizes” the expression associated with a numeric 
object into tokens i.e. Sub-parts. These tokens are then 
lexically analyzed to determine if each token has a valid 
Syntax. Then a parse tree is created that reflects the Syntax 
used in the expression. The parse tree thus created is a 
computer representation of the flat expression and contains 
all of the arithmetic and logic rules needed to perform any 
Subsequent evaluation of the numeric object. After creating 
the parse tree for the numeric object, block 140 transfers 
control to block 142. Block 142 evaluates the parse tree 
which assigns a value to the numeric object. If there is 
another object, the process repeats. Block 144 returns con 
trol to block 146 of FIG. 6. 

0.077 FIG. 6 illustrates a sub-engine 146 which transfers 
values between numeric objects based on the values deter 
mined by sub-engine 136 for the numeric objects in the 
action list. Sub-engine 146 corresponds to block 76 in FIG. 
2. Block 148 gathers the objects in the action list and 
transfers control to decision diamond 150. If the object being 
process is an inflow, block 150 transfers control to block 
152. Block 152 then sets the integrity value for the object, 
the value which is available to be transferred from the inflow 
by the pipes connected to the inflow. For example, in the 
household budget illustrated in FIG. 1, the integrity value is 
S4,000. After setting the integrity value for the object, block 
152 transfers control to decision diamond 150 to determine 
if the next object is an inflow. If the object is not an inflow, 
block 150 transfers control to block 154. If the object is an 
outflow, block 150 transfers control to block 156. Block 156 
Sets the integrity value for the outflow. For example, in the 
household budget illustrated in FIG. 1, the integrity value 
for the outflow rent is S400. After the integrity value is set, 
block 156 transfers control to decision diamond 150 to 
determine if the next object is an inflow. If the object is not 
an outflow, block 154 transfers control to block 158. If the 
object is a pipe, block 158 transfers control to decision 
diamond 160. If the pipe is a dependent pipe, a pipe which 
transferS a value which is dependent on the value transferred 
by another pipe, decision diamond 160 transfers control to 
block 162. Block 162 adds the dependent pipe to a deferred 
pipe list and transfers control back to decision diamond 150 
to determine if the next object is an inflow. If decision 
diamond determines that the pipe is not a dependent pipe, 
diamond 160 transfers control to block 164. Block 164 
transferS value Source object for the pipe based on a math 
ematical expression associated with the pipe and makes the 
value available for transfer to the destination object for the 
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pipe. Block 164 then transfers control to block 166. Block 
166 transfers the value made available for transfer to the 
destination object for the pipe. Block 166 then transfers 
control back to decision diamond 150 to determine if the 
next object to be processed is an inflow object. Once all of 
the objects in the action list have been processed by Sub 
engine 146, block 158 transfers control to block 168 and the 
sub-engine 146 is deactivated and jumps to block 170 of 
FIG. 7. 

0078 FIG. 7 illustrates a sub-engine 170 for processing 
the dependent pipes. This Sub-engine is accessed by block 
168 of FIG. 6. Block 172 determines the dependencies of 
the dependent pipes in the deferred piped list and places the 
pipes in order based on these dependencies. Block 172 then 
transfers control to block 174. Block 174 transfers value 
between the Source object and destination object for each of 
the dependent pipes, based on the expression associated with 
each of the dependent pipes. Block 174 then transfers 
control to block 176 and the sub-engine 170 is deactivated 
and returns to block 178 of FIG. 8. 

007.9 FIG. 8 illustrates a sub-engine 178 for performing 
integrity checks on the objects in the action list. Sub-engine 
178 corresponds to block 78 of FIG. 2. Block 180 gathers 
the objects in the action list and transferS control to block 
182. Decision diamond 182 checks the integrity of the 
numeric object being processed. If the integrity is less than 
Zero, then decision diamond 182 transfers control to block 
184. If the integrity of the object is not less than Zero, then 
block 182 transfers control to block 186. If control is 
transferred to block 184, block 184 reports an overflow error 
and transferS control to decision diamond 186. An example 
of the integrity of an object being less than Zero is if more 
than S4,000 in value is indicated as being transferred from 
an income inflow having a value of S4,000. Block 186 
determines if the integrity of an object being processed is 
greater than Zero. If the integrity of the object is greater than 
Zero, then decision diamond 186 transfers control to block 
188. If the integrity of the object is not greater than 0, then 
decision diamond 182 transfers control to block 190. If 
control is transferred to block 188, block 188 reports an 
underflow error and transfers control to block 190. Block 
190 terminates the processing of the object being processed, 
and the Sub-engine re-activates to process the next object in 
the action list, as long as there are objects in the action list 
remaining to be processed. After all items in the action list 
are processed, sub-engine 178 returns to block 194 of FIG. 
9. 

0080) If there are overflow or underflow errors, these 
errors may be reported to the user, indicating which objects 
are involved so that the user may fix the problem in the 
numeric System. Alternatively, a fixing program may be 
invoked to make the appropriate changes in the numeric 
objects of the numeric System of the invention to cause the 
numeric analysis engine of the present invention to perform 
properly. 

0081. Once integrity checking is performed, sub-engine 
192 shown in FIG. 9 is activated to create a growth lists for 
the numeric objects of the numeric System of the present 
invention. Sub-engine 192 corresponds to block 80 of FIG. 
2. Block 194 of sub-engine 192 gathers together all of the 
objects of the numeric System and provides them one at a 
time to decision diamond 196. As long as there are still 
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objects to process, diamond 196 transfers control to block 
198. Block 198 determines if the object being processed 
should grow based on a condition being Satisfied, Such as a 
particular day of the month occurring. Block 198 then 
transfers control to decision diamond 200. If the object will 
not “fire' i.e. grow, decision diamond 200 transfers control 
to block 202. If the object being processed will not grow, 
decision diamond 200 transfers control back to block 196. 
Block 202 adds objects which will grow to a growth list for 
further processing. After adding the object to the growth list, 
block 202 transfers control back to block 196 to process 
another object. Once all of the objects have been processed, 
block 196 transfers control to block 204. Block 204 deter 
mines the dependencies among the objects in the growth list 
and sorts the growth list accordingly. Block 204 then trans 
fers control to block 206 and de-activates sub-engine 192 
and returns to block 208 of FIG. 10. 

0082 FIG. 10 shows sub-engine 208 which grows each 
of the objects on the growth list created by Sub-engine 192. 
Sub-engine 208 corresponds to block 82 in FIG. 2. Block 
210 of sub-engine 208 provides each of the objects in the 
growth list in order to block 212. Block 212 evaluates the 
growth tree for the object being processed and transfers 
control to block 214. Block 214 assigns a value to the growth 
of the object based on the evaluation performed in block 212 
and add this value to the value of the object. Block 210 then 
transfers control to block 216 which ends the processing for 
the current object and transfers control back to block 210 to 
process the next object in order as long as there are objects 
remaining to be processed. When all objects are processed, 
block 210 transfers control to block 84 of FIG. 2. 

0083. Although one embodiment of the numeric analysis 
engine of present invention has been described and illus 
trated in the drawing figures, there are many ways that the 
numeric analysis engine of the present invention could be 
put together using various combinations of Sub-engines. 
0084. In addition to providing a numeric analysis engine, 
the present invention also provides Single icons which 
represent the rows and columns of a conventional computer 
Spreadsheet. Because each object of the present invention 
can have a number of mathematical functions associated 
there with, each object may function like a row or column of 
a conventional spreadsheet. Because a Single icon of the 
present invention may represent each object, a user can treat 
the icons as the rows and/or columns of a Spreadsheet and 
the pipe objects as mathematical relationships i.e. computer 
programs which link the rows and columns of a spreadsheet. 
Therefore, the novel icons of the present invention allow a 
user to display on a Single level, information which would 
conventionally require Several levels of spreadsheet dis 
playS. 

0085. The present invention is preferably used with a 
windows-type computer operating System Such as MicroSoft 
Windows.(R), Microsoft Windows NTE), UNIX(R) etc. which 
employ icons to display information to a user. 
0086 Although the present invention has been primarily 
described as to how it may be used in connection with 
tracking and planning an individuals, a households or a 
business finances and budgets, the present invention may 
have other uses as well, besides illustrating an entity's 
financial Status, actual or hypothetical. For example, the 
present invention may be used to display how many goods 
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produced by a busineSS will be Sold and how many goods 
will need to be inventoried depending on market conditions. 
When the present invention is used in this way, the inflows 
can represent various goods produced by a business, the 
outflows can represent the goods Sold, and the accounts can 
represent the goods which have been produced but have not 
yet been Sold. The present invention may also be used to 
keep track of Service related items. Such as the number of 
Seats available on planes of an airline, or the number and 
type of employees or employee hours available to do par 
ticular projects, etc. 
0.087 Although the present invention has been fully 
described in conjunction with the preferred embodiment 
thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to 
be understood that various changes and modifications may 
be apparent to those skilled in the art. Such changes and 
modifications are to be understood as included within the 
Scope of the present invention as defined by the appended 
claims, unless they depart therefrom. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method implemented in a computer System for 

dynamically generating the Status of a numeric System 
comprising the Steps of: 

generating at least one first inflow object having an initial 
value and properties, 

generating at least one first account object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one first pipe object which defines a 
first mathematical relationship between Said at least one 
inflow object and Said at least one first account object; 

generating an adjusted value for Said first inflow object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
said first inflow object initial value, said first inflow 
object properties, said first account object initial value, 
Said first account object properties, and Said first math 
ematical relationship; and 

generating an adjusted value for Said first account object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
said first inflow object initial value, said first inflow 
object properties, said first account object initial value, 
Said first account object properties, and Said first math 
ematical relationship. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one member of 
the group consisting of Said first inflow object initial value, 
Said first inflow object properties, and Said first inflow object 
adjusted value is generated when an event object fires. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one member of 
the group consisting of Said first account object initial value, 
Said first account object properties, and Said first account 
object adjusted value is generated when an event object fires. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one member of 
the group consisting of Said first inflow object initial value, 
Said first inflow object properties, and Said first inflow object 
adjusted value is generated when a monitor object fires. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one member of 
the group consisting of Said first account object initial value, 
Said first account object properties, and Said first account 
object adjusted value is generated when a monitor object 
fires. 
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6. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
generating at least one first variable object having a value 

and properties. 
7. The method of claim 6, wherein at least one member of 

the group consisting of Said first inflow object initial value, 
Said first inflow object properties, and Said first inflow object 
adjusted value is generated based on at least one member of 
the group consisting of Said first variable object value and 
Said first variable object properties. 

8. The method of claim 6, wherein at least one member of 
the group consisting of Said first account object initial value, 
Said first account object properties, and Said first account 
object adjusted value is generated based on at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties. 

9. The method of claim 6, wherein said at least one first 
variable object comprises at least two first variable objects. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first inflow object initial 
value, Said first inflow object properties, and Said first inflow 
object adjusted value is generated based on at least one 
member of the group consisting of the value and properties 
of one of Said first variable objects and wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first account object 
initial value, Said first account object properties, and Said 
first account object adjusted value is generated based on the 
value and properties of a Second one of Said first variable 
objects. 

11. The method of claim 6, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first variable object value and 
Said first variable object properties is generated when an 
event fires. 

12. The method of claim 6, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first variable object value and 
Said first variable object properties is altered when an event 
fires. 

13. The method of claim 6, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first variable object value and 
Said first variable object properties is generated when a 
monitor fires. 

14. The method of claim 6, wherein said at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is altered when 
a monitor fires. 

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
altering Said relationship defined by Said first pipe object 
when an event object fires. 

16. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
altering Said relationship defined by Said at least one first 

pipe object when a monitor object fires. 
17. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
generating a first Supplementary pipe object defining a 

Supplementary first mathematical relationship between 
Said first inflow object and Said first account object 
when a monitor object fires. 

18. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one first 
inflow object comprises at least two first inflow objects. 

19. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one first 
account object comprises at least two first account objects. 

20. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one first 
pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects, each of 
Said at least two first pipe objects defining a mathematical 
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relationship between Said at least one first inflow object and 
Said at least one first outflow object. 

21. The method of claim 1, further comprising the Steps 
of: 

generating at least one first outflow object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one Second pipe object which defines 
a Second mathematical relationship between said at 
least one account object and Said at least one first 
outflow object; 

adjusting Said adjusted value for Said first account object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
said first outflow object initial value, said first outflow 
object properties, and Said Second mathematical rela 
tionship to generate a Second adjusted value for Said 
first account; and 

generating a first adjusted value for Said first outflow 
object based on at least one member of the group 
consisting of Said first account object Second adjusted 
value, Said first account object properties, Said first 
outflow object initial value, said first outflow object 
properties, and Said Second mathematical relationship. 

22. The method of claim 21, further comprising the Steps 
of: 

generating at least one Second outflow object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one third pipe object which defines a 
third mathematical relationship between said at least 
one first inflow object and Said at least one Second 
outflow object; 

adjusting Said first inflow object adjusted value based on 
at least one member of the group consisting of Said 
Second outflow object initial value, Said Second outflow 
object properties, and Said third mathematical relation 
ship to generate a third adjusted value for said first 
inflow object; and 

generating an adjusted value for Said Second outflow 
object based on at least one member of the group 
consisting of Said first inflow object adjusted value, 
Said first inflow object properties, Said Second outflow 
object initial value, Said Second outflow object proper 
ties, and Said third mathematical relationship. 

23. The method of claim 21, wherein said at least one first 
outflow object comprises at least two first outflow objects. 

24. The method of claim 21, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first outflow object initial 
value, Said first outflow object properties, and Said first 
outflow object adjusted value is generated when an event 
object fires. 

25. The method of claim 21, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first outflow object initial 
value, Said first outflow object properties, and Said first 
outflow object adjusted value is generated when a monitor 
object fires. 

26. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering Said relationship defined by Said at least one 
Second pipe object when an event object fires. 

27. The method of claim 21, further comprising the step 
of: 
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altering Said relationship defined by Said at least one 
Second pipe object when a monitor object fires. 

28. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps 
of: 

generating at least one Second outflow object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one third pipe object which defines a 
third mathematical relationship between Said at least 
one first inflow object and Said at least one Second 
outflow object; 

adjusting Said first inflow object adjusted value based on 
at least one member of the group consisting of Said first 
outflow object initial value, said first outflow object 
properties, and Said Second mathematical relationship 
to generate a Second adjusted value for Said first inflow 
object; and 

generating an adjusted value for Said Second outflow 
object based on at least one member of the group 
consisting of Said first inflow object adjusted value, 
Said first inflow object properties, Said Second outflow 
object initial value, Said Second outflow object proper 
ties, and Said third mathematical relationship. 

29. The method of claim 28, wherein said at least one 
Second outflow object comprises at least two first outflow 
objects. 

30. The method of claim 28, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said Second outflow object initial 
value, Said Second outflow object properties, and said Second 
outflow adjusted value is generated when an event object 
fires. 

31. The method of claim 28, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said Second outflow object initial 
value, Said Second outflow object properties, and Said one 
Second outflow object adjusted value is generated when a 
monitor object fires. 

32. The method of claim 28, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering Said relationship defined by Said third pipe object 
when an event object fires. 

33. The method of claim 28, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering Said relationship defined by Said third pipe object 
when a monitor object fires. 

34. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
displaying an icon representing Said at least one first 

inflow object on a visual display apparatus. 
35. The method of claim 34, wherein said at least one first 

inflow object icon is a passive icon. 
36. The method of claim 34, wherein said at least one first 

inflow object icon is an active icon. 
37. The method of claim 34, further comprising display 

ing Said initial value of Said at least one first inflow object 
on a visual display apparatus. 

38. The method of claim 34, wherein said at least one first 
inflow object comprises at least two first inflow objects and 
a respective individual icon is displayed on Said visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first inflow 
objects. 

39. The method of claim 34, wherein said at least one first 
inflow object comprises at least two first inflow objects and 
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Said at least two first inflow objects are represented on Said 
Visual display by at least one group icon. 

40. The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying 
Said initial value of Said at least one first inflow object on a 
Visual display apparatus. 

41. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one first 
inflow object generation Step comprises the Sub-Steps of 

generating a preliminary value for Said inflow object; and 
adjusting Said preliminary value for Said inflow object to 

generate an initial value for Said inflow object when an 
event object fires. 

42. The method of claim 1, wherein said at least one first 
inflow object generation Step comprises the Sub-Steps of 

generating a preliminary value for Said inflow object; and 
adjusting Said preliminary value for Said inflow object to 

generate an initial value for Said inflow object when a 
monitor object fires. 

43. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
displaying an icon representing Said at least one first 

account object on a visual display apparatus. 
44. The method of claim 43, wherein said at least one first 

account object icon is a passive icon. 
45. The method of claim 43, wherein said at least one first 

account object icon is an active icon. 
46. The method of claim 43, further comprising display 

ing Said adjusted value of Said at least one first account 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

47. The method of claim 43, wherein said at least one first 
account object comprises at least two first account objects 
and a respective individual icon is displayed on Said Visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first account 
objects. 

48. The method of claim 43, wherein said at least one first 
account object comprises at least two first account objects 
and Said at least two first account objects are represented on 
Said visual display by at least one group icon. 

49. The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying 
Said adjusted value of Said at least one first account object on 
a visual display apparatus. 

50. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
displaying an icon representing Said at least one first pipe 

object on a visual display apparatus. 
51. The method of claim 50, wherein said at least one first 

pipe object icon is a passive icon. 
52. The method of claim 51, wherein said at least one first 

pipe object icon is an active icon. 
53. The method of claim 50, wherein said at least one first 

pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects and a 
respective individual icon is displayed on Said Visual display 
apparatus for each of Said at least two first pipe objects. 

54. The method of claim 50, wherein said at least one first 
pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects and Said 
at least two first pipe objects are represented on Said Visual 
display by at least one group icon. 

55. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of: 
displaying a heterogeneous group icon representing Said 

at least one first inflow object, Said at least one first 
account object and Said at least one first pipe object. 

56. A method implemented in a computer system for 
dynamically generating the Status of a numeric System 
comprising the Steps of: 
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generating at least one first account object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one first outflow object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one first pipe object which defines a 
first mathematical relationship between Said at least one 
account object and Said at least one first outflow object; 

generating an adjusted value for Said first account object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
Said first account object initial value, Said first account 
object properties, said first outflow object initial value, 
Said first outflow object properties, and Said first math 
ematical relationship; and 

generating an adjusted value for Said first outflow object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
Said first account object initial value, Said first account 
object properties, said first outflow object initial value, 
Said first outflow object properties, and Said first math 
ematical relationship. 

57. The method of claim 56, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first account object initial 
value, Said first account object properties, and Said first 
account object adjusted value is generated when an event 
object fires. 

58. The method of claim 56, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first outflow object initial 
value, Said first outflow object properties, and Said first 
outflow object adjusted value is generated when an event 
object fires. 

59. The method of claim 56, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first account object initial 
value, Said first account object properties, and Said first 
account object adjusted value is generated when a monitor 
object fires. 

60. The method of claim 56, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first outflow object initial 
value, Said first outflow object properties, and Said first 
outflow object adjusted value is generated when a monitor 
object fires. 

61. The method of claim 56, further comprising the step 
of: 

generating at least one first variable object having a value 
and properties. 

62. The method of claim 61, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first account object initial 
value, Said first account object properties, and Said first 
account object adjusted value is generated based on at least 
one member of the group consisting of the value and 
properties of Said first variable object. 

63. The method of claim 61, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first outflow object initial 
value, Said first outflow object properties, and Said first 
outflow object adjusted value is generated based on at least 
one member of the group consisting of the value and 
properties of one first variable object. 

64. The method of claim 61, wherein said at least one first 
variable object comprises at least two first variable objects. 

65. The method of claim 64, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first account object initial 
value, Said first account object properties, and Said first 
account object adjusted value is generated based on at least 
one member of the group consisting of the value and 
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properties of one of Said first variable objects and wherein at 
least one member of the group consisting of Said first 
outflow object initial value, said first outflow object prop 
erties, and Said first outflow object adjusted value is gener 
ated based on the value and properties of a Second one of 
said first variable objects. 

66. The method of claim 61, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first variable object value and 
Said first variable object properties is generated when an 
event fires. 

67. The method of claim 61, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first variable object value and 
Said first variable object properties is altered when an event 
fires. 

68. The method of claim 61, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first variable object value and 
Said first variable object properties is generated when a 
monitor fires. 

69. The method of claim 61, wherein said at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is altered when 
a monitor fires. 

70. The method of claim 56, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering Said relationship defined by Said first pipe object 
when an event object fires. 

71. The method of claim 56, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering said relationship defined by Said at least one first 
pipe object when a monitor object fires. 

72. The method of claim 56, wherein said at least one first 
account object comprises at least two first account objects. 

73. The method of claim 56, wherein said at least one first 
outflow object comprises at least two first outflow objects. 

74. The method of claim 56 wherein said at least one first 
pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects, each of 
Said at least two first pipe objects defining a mathematical 
relationship between Said at least one first account object 
and Said at least one first outflow object. 

75. The method of claim 56, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one first 
account object on a visual display apparatus. 

76. The method of claim 75, wherein said at least one first 
account object icon is a passive icon. 

77. The method of claim 75, wherein said at least one first 
account object icon is an active icon. 

78. The method of claim 75, further comprising display 
ing Said adjusted value of Said at least one first account 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

79. The method of claim 75, wherein said at least one first 
account object comprises at least two first account objects 
and a respective individual icon is displayed on Said Visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first account 
objects. 

80. The method of claim 75, wherein said at least one first 
account object comprises at least two first account objects 
and Said at least two first account objects are represented on 
Said visual display by at least one group icon. 

81. The method of claim 56, further comprising display 
ing Said adjusted value of Said at least one first account 
object on a visual display apparatus. 
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82. The method of claim 56, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one first 
outflow object on a visual display apparatus. 

83. The method of claim 82, wherein said at least one first 
outflow object icon is a passive icon. 

84. The method of claim 82, wherein said at least one first 
outflow object icon is an active icon. 

85. The method of claim 82, further comprising display 
ing Said adjusted value of Said at least one first outflow 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

86. The method of claim 82, wherein said at least one first 
outflow object comprises at least two first account objects 
and a respective individual icon is displayed on Said visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first outflow 
objects. 

87. The method of claim 82, wherein said at least one first 
outflow object comprises at least two first outflow objects 
and Said at least two first outflow objects are represented on 
Said visual display by at least one group icon. 

88. The method of claim 56, further comprising display 
ing Said adjusted value of Said at least one first outflow 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

89. The method of claim 56, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one first pipe 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

90. The method of claim 89, wherein said at least one first 
pipe object icon is a passive icon. 

91. The method of claim 89, wherein said at least one first 
pipe object icon is an active icon. 

92. The method of claim 89, wherein said at least one first 
pipe object comprises at least two first account objects and 
a respective individual icon is displayed on Said visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first pipe 
objects. 

93. The method of claim 89, wherein said at least one first 
pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects and Said 
at least two first pipe objects are represented on Said Visual 
display by at least one group icon. 

94. The method of claim 56, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying a heterogeneous group icon representing Said 
at least one first account object, Said at least one first 
outflow object and Said at least one first pipe object. 

95. A method implemented in a computer system for 
dynamically generating the Status of a numeric System 
comprising the Steps of: 

generating at least one first inflow object having an initial 
value and properties, 

generating at least one first outflow object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one first pipe object which defines a 
first mathematical relationship between Said at least one 
inflow object and said at least one first outflow object; 

generating an adjusted value for said first inflow object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
said first inflow object initial value, said first inflow 
object properties, said first outflow object initial value, 
Said first outflow object properties, and Said first math 
ematical relationship; and 
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generating an adjusted value for Said first outflow object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
said first inflow object initial value, said first inflow 
object properties, Said first outflow object initial value, 
Said first outflow object properties, and Said first math 
ematical relationship. 

96. The method of claim 95, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first inflow object initial 
value, Said first inflow object properties, and Said first inflow 
object adjusted value is generated when an event object fires. 

97. The method of claim 95, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first outflow object initial 
value, Said first outflow object properties, and Said first 
outflow object adjusted value is generated when an event 
object fires. 

98. The method of claim 95, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first inflow object initial 
value, Said first inflow object properties, and Said first inflow 
object adjusted value is generated when a monitor object 
fires. 

99. The method of claim 95, wherein at least one member 
of the group consisting of Said first, outflow object initial 
value, Said first outflow object properties, and Said first 
outflow object adjusted value is generated when a monitor 
object fires. 

100. The method of claim 95, further comprising the step 
of: 

generating at least one first variable object having a value 
and properties. 

101. The method of claim 100, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first inflow object 
initial value, Said first inflow object properties, and Said first 
inflow object adjusted value is based on at least one member 
of the group consisting of the value and properties of Said 
first variable object. 

102. The method of claim 100, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first outflow object 
initial value, Said first outflow object properties, and Said 
first outflow object adjusted value is generated based on at 
least one member of the group consisting of the value and 
properties of Said first variable object. 

103. The method of claim 101, wherein said at least one 
first variable object comprises at least two first variable 
objects. 

104. The method of claim 103, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first inflow object 
initial value, Said first inflow object properties, and Said first 
inflow object adjusted value is generated based on at least 
one member of the group consisting of the value and 
properties of one of Said first variable objects and wherein at 
least one member of the group consisting of Said first 
outflow object initial value, said first outflow object prop 
erties, and Said first outflow object adjusted value is gener 
ated based on the value and properties of a Second one of 
said first variable objects. 

105. The method of claim 101, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is generated 
when an event fires. 

106. The method of claim 101, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is altered when 
an event fires. 
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108. The method of claim 101, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is generated 
when a monitor fires. 

109. The method of claim 101, wherein said at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is altered when 
a monitor fires. 

110. The method of claim 95, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering Said relationship defined by Said first pipe object 
when an event object fires. 

111. The method of claim 95, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering Said relationship defined by Said at least one first 
pipe object when a monitor object fires. 

112. The method of claim 95, wherein said at least one 
first inflow object comprises at least two first inflow objects. 

113. The method of claim 95, wherein said at least one 
first outflow object comprises at least two first outflow 
objects. 

114. The method of claim 95, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects, 
each of Said at least two first pipe objects defining a 
mathematical relationship between Said at least one first 
inflow object and said at least one first outflow object. 

115. The method of claim 95, wherein said at least one 
first inflow object generation Step comprises the Sub-Steps 
of: 

generating a preliminary value for Said inflow object; and 
adjusting Said preliminary value for Said inflow object to 

generate an initial value for Said inflow object when an 
event object fires. 

116. The method of claim 95, wherein said at least one 
first inflow object generation Step comprises the Sub-Steps 
of: 

generating a preliminary value for Said inflow object; and 
adjusting Said preliminary value for Said inflow object to 

generate an initial value for Said inflow object when a 
monitor object fires. 

117. The method of claim 95, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one first 
inflow object on a visual display apparatus. 

118. The method of claim 117, wherein said at least one 
first inflow object icon is a passive icon. 

119. The method of claim 117, wherein said at least one 
first inflow object icon is an active icon. 

120. The method of claim 117, further comprising dis 
playing Said initial value of Said at least one first inflow 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

121. The method of claim 117, wherein said at least one 
first inflow object comprises at least two first inflow objects 
and a respective individual icon is displayed on Said visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first inflow 
objects. 

122. The method of claim 117, wherein said at least one 
first inflow object comprises at least two first inflow objects 
and Said at least two first inflow objects are represented on 
Said visual display by at least one group icon. 
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123. The method of claim 95, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one first 
outflow object on a visual display apparatus. 

124. The method of claim 123, wherein said at least one 
first outflow object icon is a passive icon. 

125. The method of claim 123, wherein said at least one 
first outflow object icon is an active icon. 

126. The method of claim 123, further comprising dis 
playing Said adjusted value of Said at least one first outflow 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

127. The method of claim 123, wherein said at least one 
first outflow object comprises at least two first inflow objects 
and a respective individual icon is displayed on Said Visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first outflow 
objects. 

128. The method of claim 123, wherein said at least one 
first outflow object comprises at least two first outflow 
objects and Said at least two first outflow objects are repre 
Sented on Said visual display by at least one group icon. 

129. The method of claim 95, further comprising display 
ing Said adjusted value of Said at least one first outflow 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

130. The method of claim 95, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one first pipe 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

131. The method of claim 95, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object icon is a passive icon. 

132. The method of claim 131, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object icon is an active icon. 

133. The method of claim 131, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects and 
a respective individual icon is displayed on Said Visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first pipe 
objects. 

134. The method of claim 131, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects and 
Said at least two first pipe objects are represented on Said 
Visual display by at least one group icon. 

135. The method of claim 95, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying a heterogeneous group icon representing Said 
at least one first inflow object, Said at least one first 
outflow object and Said at least one first pipe object. 

136. A method implemented in a computer system for 
dynamically generating the Status of a numeric System 
comprising the Steps of: 

generating at least one first account object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one Second account object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one first pipe object which defines a 
first mathematical relationship between Said at least one 
first account object and Said at least one Second account 
object; 

generating an adjusted value for Said first account object 
based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
Said first account object initial value, Said first account 
object properties, Said Second account object initial 
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value, Said Second account object properties, and Said 
first mathematical relationship; and 

generating an adjusted value for Said Second account 
object based on at least one member of the group 
consisting of Said first account object initial value, Said 
first account object properties, Said Second account 
object initial value, Said Second account object prop 
erties, and Said first mathematical relationship. 

137. The method of claim 136, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first account object 
initial value, Said first account object properties, and Said 
first account object adjusted value is generated when an 
event object fires. 

138. The method of claim 136, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said Second account 
object initial value, Said Second account object properties, 
and Said Second account object adjusted value is generated 
when an event object fires. 

139. The method of claim 136, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first account object 
initial value, Said first account object properties, and Said 
first account object adjusted value is generated when a 
monitor object fires. 

140. The method of claim 136, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said Second account 
object initial value, Said Second account object properties, 
and Said Second account object adjusted value is generated 
when a monitor object fires. 

141. The method of claim 136, further comprising the step 
of: 

generating at least one first variable object having a value 
and properties. 

142. The method of claim 141, wherein said first inflow 
object adjusted value is generated based on at least one 
member of the group consisting of the value and properties 
of said first variable object. 

143. The method of claim 141, wherein said first account 
object adjusted value is generated based on at least one 
member of the group consisting of the value and properties 
of said first variable object. 

144. The method of claim 141, wherein said at least one 
first variable object comprises at least two first variable 
objects. 

145. The method of claim 144, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first account object 
initial value, Said first account object properties, and Said 
first account object adjusted value is generated based on at 
least one member of the group consisting of the value and 
properties of one of Said first variable objects and wherein at 
least one member of the group consisting of Said Second 
account object initial value, Said Second account object 
properties, and Said Second account object adjusted value is 
generated based on the value and properties of a Second one 
of said first variable objects. 

146. The method of claim 141, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is generated 
when an event fires. 

147. The method of claim 141, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is altered when 
an event fires. 
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148. The method of claim 141, wherein at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is generated 
when a monitor fires. 

149. The method of claim 141, wherein said at least one 
member of the group consisting of Said first variable object 
value and Said first variable object properties is altered when 
a monitor fires. 

150. The method of claim 136, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering Said relationship defined by Said first pipe object 
when an event object fires. 

151. The method of claim 136, further comprising the step 
of: 

altering Said relationship defined by Said at least one first 
pipe object when a monitor object fires. 

152. The method of claim 136, further comprising the step 
of: 

generating a first Supplementary pipe object defining a 
Supplementary first mathematical relationship between 
Said first account object and Said Second account object 
when a monitor object fires. 

153. The method of claim 136, wherein said at least one 
first account object comprises at least two first account 
objects. 

154. The method of claim 136, wherein said at least one 
Second account object comprises at least two Second account 
objects. 

155. The method of claim 136, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects, 
each of Said at least two first pipe objects defining a 
mathematical relationship between Said at least one first 
account object and Said at least one Second account object. 

156. The method of claim 136, wherein said at least one 
first account object generation Step comprises the Sub-Steps 
of: 

generating a preliminary value for Said inflow object; and 
adjusting Said preliminary value for Said inflow object to 

generate an initial value for Said inflow object when an 
event object fires. 

157. The method of claim 136, wherein said at least one 
first account object generation Step comprises the Sub-Steps 
of: 

generating a preliminary value for Said inflow object; and 
adjusting Said preliminary value for Said inflow object to 

generate an initial value for Said inflow object when a 
monitor object fires. 

158. The method of claim 136, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one first 
account object on a visual display apparatus. 

159. The method of claim 158, wherein said at least one 
first account object icon is a passive icon. 

160. The method of claim 158, wherein said at least one 
first account object icon is an active icon. 

161. The method of claim 158, further comprising dis 
playing Said adjusted value of Said at least one first account 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

162. The method of claim 158, wherein said at least one 
first account object comprises at least two first account 
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objects and a respective individual icon is displayed on Said 
Visual display apparatus for each of Said at least two first 
account objects. 

163. The method of claim 158, wherein said at least one 
first account object comprises at least two first account 
objects and Said at least two first account objects are 
represented on Said Visual display by at least one group icon. 

164. The method of claim 136, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one Second 
account object on a visual display apparatus. 

165. The method of claim 164, wherein said at least one 
Second account object icon is a passive icon. 

166. The method of claim 164, wherein said at least one 
Second account object icon is an active icon. 

167. The method of claim 164, further comprising dis 
playing Said adjusted value of Said at least one Second 
account object on a visual display apparatus. 

168. The method of claim 164, wherein said at least one 
Second account object comprises at least two first account 
objects and a respective individual icon is displayed on Said 
Visual display apparatus for each of Said at least two Second 
account objects. 

169. The method of claim 164, wherein said at least one 
Second account object comprises at least two Second account 
objects and Said at least two Second account objects are 
represented on Said Visual display by at least one group icon. 

170. The method of claim 136, further comprising dis 
playing Said adjusted value of Said at least one Second 
account object on a visual display apparatus. 

171. The method of claim 136, further comprising the step 
of: 

displaying an icon representing Said at least one first pipe 
object on a visual display apparatus. 

172. The method of claim 136, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object icon is a passive icon. 

173. The method of claim 172, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object icon is an active icon. 

174. The method of claim 172, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects and 
a respective individual icon is displayed on Said visual 
display apparatus for each of Said at least two first pipe 
objects. 

175. The method of claim 724, wherein said at least one 
first pipe object comprises at least two first pipe objects and 
Said at least two first pipe objects are represented on Said 
Visual display by at least one group icon. 

176. A numeric object having a growth property imple 
mented in a computer System. 

177. The numeric object of claim 176, wherein said 
numeric object comprises an inflow object. 

178. The numeric object of claim 176, wherein said 
numeric object comprises an outflow object. 

179. The numeric object of claim 176, wherein said 
numeric object comprises an account object. 

180. The numeric object of claim 176, wherein said 
numeric object comprises a variable object. 

181. A Single numeric object comprising a column of cells 
of a spreadsheet. 

182. The numeric object of claim 181, wherein said 
numeric object is represented on a visual display apparatus 
by at least one icon. 
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183. A Single numeric object comprising a row of cells of 
a spreadsheet. 

184. The numeric object of claim 183, wherein said 
numeric object is represented on a visual display apparatus 
by at least one icon. 

185. A method implemented in a computer system for 
dynamically generating the Status of a numeric System 
comprising the Steps of: 

generating at least one first numeric object having an 
initial value and properties, 

generating at least one first conditional object; and 
generating an adjusted value for Said first numeric object 

based on at least one member of the group consisting of 
Said first numeric object initial value and Said first 
numeric object properties when said at least one first 
conditional object fires. 
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186. The method of claim 185, wherein said at least one 
numeric object comprises an inflow object. 

187. The method of claim 185, wherein said at least one 
numeric object comprises an account object. 

188. The method of claim 185, wherein said at least one 
numeric object comprises an outflow object. 

189. The method of claim 185, wherein said at least one 
numeric object comprises an variable object. 

190. The method of claim 185, wherein said at least one 
conditional object comprises an event object. 

191. The method of claim 185, wherein said at least one 
conditional object comprises a monitor object. 


